Enhanced luminescence from GaN nanopillar arrays fabricated using top-down process
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Abstract

We report the fabrication of GaN nanopillar arrays with good structural uniformity using the top-down approach. The photoluminescence intensity from the nanopillar arrays is enhanced compared to the epilayer. We use FDTD simulations to show that the enhancement in photoluminescence intensity from the nanopillar arrays is a result of anti-reflection properties of the arrays that result in enhanced light absorption and increase in light extraction efficiency compared to the epilayer. The measured quantum efficiency of the nanopillars is comparable to that of epitaxially grown GaN epilayer.
Introduction

(Al, In)GaN material system has received a lot of interest since its commercialization for solid state lighting applications[1]. Direct band gap, tunable from 0.7 eV (for InN) to 6.2 eV (for AlN), makes this material system ideal for optoelectronic applications. Sapphire is the common substrate of choice for hetero-epitaxy of this material system. Lattice mismatch between the substrate and the epilayer introduces strain induced piezoelectric polarization, which limits the performance of devices fabricated in this material system [2].

Nanopillars or nanowires offer an alternative to mitigate the difficulties associated with planar structures in this material system. Nanopillar (NP) sidewalls can be used as non-polar or semi-polar facets for epitaxial growth to form core-shell device structures [3, 4] which increase the active junction area and mitigate polarization effects. Several optoelectronic devices based on GaN NPs such as LEDs [5-7], photodetectors [8-10] and solar cells [4, 11] have already been demonstrated. NPs can be fabricated using bottom-up growth [12-14] or top-down etch processes [15]. Lack of control over the doping profile, critical for device applications, is the major set-back for bottom-up approach [16, 17]. Top-down approach on the other hand is more suitable as it involves etching of epitaxial layers of high crystal quality grown using a well-established technique such as metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) wherein doping and layer thickness are precisely controlled.

Dipak et. al. [15, 18] have reported a comprehensive study on the fabrication of GaN NPs and the influence of various etching parameters such as gas chemistry, ICP/RF power, chamber pressure and substrate temperature on the NP morphology. There are also some reports on enhancement in PL emission intensity from GaN NP arrays compared to that from an epilayer [19-21]. In this work, we study the influence of array pitch on morphology of GaN NPs and photoluminescence (PL) of NP arrays fabricated using inductively coupled plasma
reactive ion etching (ICP-RIE) of electron beam lithography (EBL) patterned epilayers. We explain the PL emission characteristics of GaN NP arrays using extensive FDTD simulations. We also quantify the quantum efficiency of the GaN NPs through power dependent PL measurements.

Figure 1: Flow chart of processing steps involved in top-down fabrication of GaN NPs.

**Experimental**

Figure 1 illustrates the process flow for the fabrication of GaN NPs using top-down method. Plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition (Oxford Plasmalab 100) was used to deposit SiO$_2$ (500 nm) on 2 μm-thick epitaxial GaN layers grown by MOCVD on sapphire substrates. Next, an electron-beam sensitive PMMA resist was spin-coated onto these samples and patterned using EBL (Raith 150) to obtain an array of circular holes with a diameter of 100 nm and pitch ranging from 400 to 800 nm. After developing the exposed resist in MIBK, 100 nm Cr layer was deposited on the sample using electron beam evaporation (Temescal BJD-
2000). Following lift-off in acetone, the sample had arrays of Cr nano-disks patterned on its surface. These Cr nano-disks were used as a mask for etching the SiO₂ layer underneath by ICP-RIE (Versaline LL). ICP-RIE operating at 10 mT with a CHF₃ flow of 40 sccm is used to etch the SiO₂ layer at a substrate temperature of 20°C. ICP and RF powers were 30 and 1000 W, respectively. The resulting stack of Cr/SiO₂ nano-disks was subsequently used as a mask for fabricating GaN NP of desired dimensions using ICP-RIE. For ICP-RIE of GaN, the flows of Cl₂, Ar and H₂ were 25, 5, and 2 sccm respectively with ICP/RF power of 1000/200 Watt, operating pressure of 4 mTorr and sample temperature at 60 °C. Cr etchant solution (Sigma Aldrich) and barrel etcher (PVA TePla) with O₂/CF₄ chemistry were then used to remove the Cr and SiO₂ mask, respectively. All the NP arrays studied here were fabricated simultaneously on the same wafer to avoid variations in etch conditions between different etch runs.

The NP arrays were structurally characterised using a scanning electron microscope (SEM) (FEI Helios 600 Nanolab). Optical/optoelectronic quality of the NPs was evaluated at room temperature using excitation power dependent PL measurements. The samples were optically excited with a continuous-wave 325 nm He-Cd laser and the emission from the samples was collected through a 36X (NA=0.5) objective lens and detected using a Si CCD. The optical properties of the NP arrays are explained using three dimensional finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulations [22].

Results and Discussion

Figure 2(a)-(c) shows SEM images of NP arrays with a pitch of 400, 600 and 800 nm, respectively. The NP arrays have smooth sidewalls and a constant height of 1.3 µm. Under the fabrication conditions used in this study, we did not observe any noticeable variation in the NP height due to lag effect [23]. We observed variation in tapering (sloped sidewalls) of the NPs with the pitch of the array as shown in SEM images (Figure 2(a)-(c)). Sloped sidewalls at higher
pitches indicate that etching of GaN is dominated by the physical etching component also
called sputter dominated regime [23]. The trenching observed at the bottom of the NPs at higher
pitch can be a result of angular distributed ions, collected at the bottom of NP upon colliding
with a sidewall. The ions may have higher chances to colloid at a glancing angle before
reaching at the bottom of NP when the sidewall is tapered. With lowering pitch, ions hitting
under angle have higher chance of bouncing and hitting the surrounding NP sidewall before
reaching the bottom of the surface and as such contribute to the near vertical shape of the NPs.
This results in reduced tapering of NPs with reducing pitch.

Figure 2: SEM images of GaN NP arrays pitch of (a) 400 nm (b) 600 nm and (c) 800 nm taken
at 52º tilt angle.

We investigated the optical/optoelectronic quality of the NPs using µ-PL. Figure 3(a)
shows the room-temperature PL spectra from the NP arrays and the epilayer. The emission
peak in the spectra from the NP arrays is shifted towards lower energy (red shift) compared
with the emission peak for the epilayer, and it is invariant with pitch. Partial strain relaxation
of NPs might have caused red shift of the peak position [18]. The intensity of PL emission from
the NP arrays is higher than that from an epilayer for all pitches investigated. There is no
significant contribution from the ~700 nm-thick epilayer, left underneath the NP arrays after
etching, to the PL emission from the arrays, as will be shown later in the manuscript. Peak
emission from the array with 400 nm pitch is ~4 times more intense than that from an epilayer
under the same experimental excitation and collection conditions. PL enhancement for NPs
makes them a promising candidate for solid state lighting applications. Emission intensity from the NP arrays reduces with increasing pitch. The variation in emission intensity for the NPs could be a result of variation in the quantum efficiency (QE) of the NPs or variation in light absorption [24] and collection efficiency. QE, defined as the ratio of radiative recombination rate to the total recombination rate, is an indication of the material quality of the sample while the absorption/collection efficiency is a geometrical property of the array.

Figure 3: (a) Photoluminescence (PL) spectra from NP arrays of varying pitch and (b) full width at half maximum of the PL as a function of array pitch. Data for GaN epilayer is also shown for comparison at pitch=0.

The full width at half maximum (linewidth) of the PL spectra, determined by fitting the experimental data in Figure 3(a) with a Gaussian, is shown in Figure 3(b). The PL linewidth for the NPs is slightly larger compared to the epilayer. This broadening of PL emission could be due to ion damage caused to the NP sidewalls during ICP-RIE etching. Furthermore, there is a slight trend of increasing linewidth by increasing the pitch of NP arrays. As discussed earlier tapering increases with increasing pitch and this may contribute to an increase in FWHM of PL emission as a result of strain variation along the length of the NPs [18].
Figure 4: Influence of array pitch on (a) reflection, transmission, absorption and collection efficiency. The scale for reflection, transmission and absorption is shown on the left side and the scale for collection efficiency is shown on the right and (b) light extraction efficiency. Inset shows the electric field distribution of incident radiation in epilayer (left) and NP (right).

To explain the emission characteristics shown in Figure 3(a), we investigated the effect of array parameters on light absorption and emission characteristics using three dimensional FDTD simulations. NP arrays with infinite extension were simulated. Length, tapering and GaN epilayer leftover underneath the NP array were taken into consideration in simulations. To determine the absorption characteristics, the sample was illuminated by a plane wave source and the fraction of incident power reflected and transmitted through the sample was recorded at a wavelength of 325 nm. Absorption was determined by calculating the sum of reflection and transmission and subtracting it from incident power. Figure 4 (a) shows the variation in fraction of incident power reflected, transmitted and absorbed in the NP array as a function of pitch. The data for the epilayer (i.e. at pitch=0) is also included for comparison. The NP arrays have geometry dependent absorption characteristics that are very different to absorption in an epilayer. The absorption efficiency for the NP array with 400 nm pitch is 98.6%, which is 1.2 times larger than that of an epilayer (80.6%). The absorption efficiency reduces with increasing pitch and falls below that in an epilayer for pitch > 600 nm. This property is a consequence of
the change in both the reflection and transmission properties of the NP arrays. The reflection losses for the NP arrays is significantly reduced (~0.25%) compared to an epilayer (19.3%). For NP arrays with dimensions much less than the wavelength of light, anti-reflection characteristics can be attributed to lower effective index of the array compared to bulk material [25]. Effective medium theory is however, not applicable to our NP arrays because of their wavelength-scale dimensions. We attribute lower reflection losses in our NP arrays to better in-coupling of incident light to the resonant modes supported in the array [25]. The transmission loss for the NP arrays is higher than in an epilayer because of reduced absorption volume. The transmission loss increases with increasing pitch and reaches 47% for a pitch of 800 nm. Therefore, we attribute the increase in absorption efficiency of NPs with 400 nm pitch to reduced reflection losses and subsequent lowering of absorption for larger pitches to increase in transmission losses. The inset in Figure 4(b) shows the electric field intensity distribution across the epilayer and a NP in an array of 400 nm pitch. The field distributions show that incident light is strongly absorbed within few 10s of nm from the top surface of the samples, eliminating any contribution from the GaN epilayer underneath the NP to PL when the arrays are characterized.

Apart from differences in light absorption, the emission characteristics of NP arrays are also very different to that of an epilayer. The parameters of the array alter the angular distribution of emission from NPs. The angular distribution of emission determines the fraction of light emitted by the sample that is detected in our experiments, which is limited by the numerical aperture of the objective lens used. We placed dipole emitters inside the NPs at regions of maximum absorption (insets of Figure 4(b)) and investigated their far-field emission characteristics. We then calculated the fraction of emitted light within a cone with a half angle of 30°, corresponding to the numerical aperture of the objective lens used in our experiments. This data is represented as the collection efficiency in Figure 4(a) and is the average for three
different polarisations of the dipole emitters. We observe two peaks in the collection efficiency data at 300 and 600 nm pitches, which is due to the first and second diffraction orders falling just below the collection angle in our experimental setup, respectively.

The ordered structure of the NP arrays also modifies the local density of optical states for the emitters and therefore alters their recombination rates [26]. This would affect the emission intensity from the sample. We determined the recombination rate enhancement for dipole emitters placed at regions of maximum absorption, with respect to an emitter in bulk GaN, and studied the emission at 367 nm for epilayer and at 370 nm for NPs which correspond to the respective peak positions shown in Figure 3(a).

The PL emission intensity depends on the product of absorption and collection efficiencies and the emission rate enhancement, shown as light extraction efficiency in Figure 4(b). The light extraction efficiency follows the same trend observed in PL intensities (Figure 3(a)). Thus we believe that the change in PL emission intensities from the NP arrays is purely a geometrical effect.

We also experimentally determined QE of the GaN epilayer and the NPs using the approach outlined by Yang Seok Yoo et. al [27] in order to investigate the effect of the fabrication method on the material quality. The measured variation in PL intensity from the epilayer and the NP array (pitch 400 nm) with excitation power at room temperature, using a CW excitation at 325 nm is shown in Figure 5(a). The excitation power is varied between 0.06 and 1.2 mW. The excitation power range is limited by the minimum power at which we were able to detect PL emission and the maximum power emitted by the excitation laser. The emission intensity from the epilayer is lower than from the NP array for the range of excitation powers investigated.
Figure 5: (a) Excitation power vs. PL intensity and (b) dependence of quantum efficiency (QE) on carrier concentration. The points are experimental data and the lines are fits to experimental data following the approach of Yang Seok Yoo et al. [27].

Figure 5(b) shows the QE vs. carrier density data for the epilayer and the NP array. The photo-generated carrier density, \( n \), in the epilayer and the NP array is calculated by

\[
    n = \frac{P A \tau}{E_g V},
\]

where \( P \) is power, \( A \) is absorption, \( \tau \) is effective carrier life time, \( E_g \) is band gap energy and \( V \) is the volume over which the carriers are generated. Absorption data calculated using FDTD simulations as discussed earlier is used. The absorption depth (inset of Figure 4(b)) and the excitation laser spot size are used to calculate the volume, \( V \). We use an effective carrier lifetime of 30 ps [28]. The maximum and minimum power of the excitation source used in our experimental set-up limits the carrier density range in epilayer and the NP array to the values shown in Figure 5(b). This limits us from determining the QE for the epilayer and the NP array at the same carrier density.

Figure 5(b) shows that QE of the epilayer increases with increasing carrier density reaching a value of 0.6 at a carrier density of \( 1.58 \times 10^{18} \text{ cm}^{-3} \). Variation of QE with carrier density suggests that QE is limited by the Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination. With increasing carrier density, the radiative recombination rate increases and exceeds the monomolecular recombination rate leading to increase in QE. On the other hand, the variation
of QE of NPs with carrier density suggests that the carrier density in the NPs is in the region where Auger recombination becomes dominant and hence QE starts to decrease with increasing carrier concentration. The QE of the NPs is 0.71 at a carrier density of $3.11 \times 10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$ and falls to 0.62 at a carrier density of $2.10 \times 10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$.

Figure 5(b) also shows the analytically calculated QE variation with injected carrier density using the ‘ABC model’ [27] assuming the coefficients are the same for epilayer and NPs, and do not vary with carrier density. The A, B and C coefficients determine the variation in monomolecular SRH recombination, radiative recombination and Auger recombination with carrier density respectively. The A, B and C coefficients used to obtain a good fit to data points across the entire carrier concentration range (i.e., using data points for the epilayer for lower carrier densities and data points for the NP array for higher carrier densities) are also indicated, and agree well with the values reported earlier [29-31]. The fact that a single analytical curve fits both datasets indicates reasonably well that the material quality of the NPs is not degraded due to the etching process, and both epilayer and NPs maintain similar optoelectronic quality.

Conclusions

We studied the optical/optoelectronic properties of GaN NP arrays fabricated by etching EBL patterned GaN epilayer using ICP-RIE. Despite lower semiconductor volume, the NP arrays exhibit stronger photoluminescence intensity compared to the epilayer. FDTD simulations confirm that this is a consequence of enhanced light absorption and light extraction efficiency in the NP arrays. We experimentally determined the quantum efficiency of the NPs, and found it to be similar to that of the epilayer, indicating that the material quality of the NPs is not degraded by the fabrication process.
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